NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT SCIENCE CAMP
An Annual Camping Contest

Exclusively For Students

DUDHWA TIGER RESERVE
HIMALAYAN TERAI FOREST

Organisers: Karavan Heritage and Nature Society
Dedicated to Nature since 1999

Contact us: 9839073822 / 9451175539 www.dudhwanationalpark.org
CAMP THEME 2023 - 24
FOREST WISDOM

DAY-WISE SCHEDULE

DAY 1
WEATHERING THE WOODS
Orientation in the Jungle Maze

JUNGLE JAMMING
Create wild beats for 'jungle se mangai''

DAY 2
CREATION
Build a sand model to understand Wetland Ecosystem

KALEIDOSCOPIC WORLD
Jungle Jeep Safari

CAMPERS INVESTIGATION BUREAU
Calibrate a response to a piquant situation

DAY 3
AQUA ENGINEERING
Fishing with traditional Tharu Method

HUL
Interact with forest people to learn eco-friendly attitudes

TERRA - X
An insight into legends of Dudhwa

DAY 4
ENDEAUVOUR
Implement Forest Wisdom

JUNGLE LAW
Decode the law of the jungle

Objective
Experiential Learning of Timeless Forest Wisdom

Methodology
Structured and guided outdoor activities to enable scientific discovery
OVERVIEW
- Fully Fenced Campsite
- Complete Safety and Security
- Comfortable Jungle tents
- Hygienic attached washrooms
- Blazing Campfire
- Delicious wholesome meals

LEARNING OUTCOMES
- Gain a naturalist’s experience
- Rough it out in wilderness
- Develop power of observation & analysis
- Imbibe Life Skills
- Learn team-work & time management
- Discover Nature, Environment & Wildlife
Organized by: Karavan Heritage and Nature Society since 2005

Camp Duration: 1/2/3/4/5 Days (15th November to May)

Methodology: Briefing → Observation → Hands-on Activity → Debriefing → Conclusion

Location: Kishanpur Range, Dudhwa Tiger Reserve

Accommodation: Jungle Tents with attached washrooms

Railhead / Airport: Lucknow-200 Kms / New Delhi-500 Kms

Camp: NEVS Camp, Near Kishanpur Range, Dudhwa Tiger Reserve, Lakhimpur Kheri, Uttar Pradesh

Head Office: 67, Usman Enclave, Sector-O, Aliganj Extension, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh- 226024

Truly National Participation

Please contact for registration, fees and queries:

Vikrant Nath: +91 98390 73822
Deepti: +91 94511 75539

Mail: karavanlko@gmail.com
Web: www.dudhwanationalpark.org